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Abstract

The Visualization Toolkit (vtk) is a freely available C++ class library for 3D graphics and visualization. In this paper we describe core characteristics of this toolkit. This includes a description of object-oriented models for graphics and visualization; methods for synchronizing system execution; a summary of data representation schemes; the role of C++; issues in portability across PC and Unix systems; and how we automatically wrap the C++ class library with interpreted languages such as Java and Tcl. We also demonstrate the capabilities of the system for scalar, vector, tensor, and other visualization techniques.

1.0 Introduction

Two important trends are emerging in the computer industry. These are the development of object-oriented systems, and the use of more complex user interface methods, especially the use of 3D computer graphics and visualization. Object-oriented systems offer the possibility to create better, more maintainable systems with reusable software components. Computer graphics offers a window into the computer and the virtual worlds created there; and when coupled with visualization, enables users to rapidly explore and understand complex systems. Taken together, these two trends will be major forces as the computer industry moves into the 21st century.

It is clear that 3D graphics and visualization are entering mainstream use. As evidence of this we cite the widespread use of 3D graphics in the entertainment and gaming industries, and its support on the PC. For example, there are now several 3D graphics software API’s on the PC, including OpenGL [1], and hardware boards ranging in cost from hundreds to thousands of US dollars.

Object-oriented methods are now widely recognized as effective software design and implementation tools. Design methodologies due to such researchers as Rumbaugh [2] and Booch [3] are receiving widespread attention, while C++ [4], SmallTalk [5], and other object-oriented languages have become widely successful software implementation tools. Also, a variety of class libraries are available, ranging from standard data structures to mathematics and numerical equation solvers.

These trends have only recently converged (in the last half-decade) into object-oriented tools for 3D graphics and visualization. They have influenced commercial sys-
2.2 Interpreted Language Interface

Computer languages are usually one of two types: compiled or interpreted. Compiled languages are usually higher performing than interpreted languages, but interpreted languages offer greater flexibility. Our experience has shown that interpreted applications can be built significantly faster than compiled applications, mainly through the elimination of the compile/link cycle. (Shared libraries and incremental compilation techniques are improving the interactivity of compiled systems, but a gap remains.) Also, interpreted languages are written at a higher level than compiled languages. This results in simpler, more compact code that is faster to write and debug. Compiled systems, however, are absolutely necessary when creating high-performing visualization applications. Compiled systems also offer low-level access to computer system resources.

We wanted our system to have the best of both the compiled and interpreted approaches (Figure 1(b)). As a result, we decided to build the core computational objects using a compiled language, and the higher level applications using an interpreted language. We also wanted to make sure that there was a crisp boundary between the compiled core and the interpreted language. This requirement insured that the compiled core could be easily separated from the interpreted language and easily embedded into applications.

2.3 Standards Based

In our prior work with the LYMB/VISAGE system, we used our own special methodology and the C programming language to build an object-oriented system. This system also featured our own interpreted scripting language. While this system served us well for over a dozen years, we soon found that it was an uphill battle to encourage others to adopt our methodology. We also found that the software support and maintenance burden increased dramatically as the system grew in complexity. As a result, we decided that the new system must use standard components and languages.

2.4 Portable

Years of experience with computer graphics has made us skeptical that any single graphics library will become a standard. Even OpenGL, which is a widely accepted 3D standard, may be supplemented or even superceded by the recent flurry of interest in 3D games, multi-media, and internet access. Consequently, we wanted a high-level abstraction for 3D graphics that would be independent of new incarnations of graphics libraries. In this way applications written in the system could be easily ported as new standards become available.

Compatibility issues also arise due to differing windowing systems on Unix, PC, and other platforms. Another important design goal was to keep the core system independent of windowing systems.

2.5 Freely Available

A pragmatic lesson of the computer industry is that for software to succeed, it must be widely used and supported. As researchers we decided that the best way to accomplish this was to make the source code freely available. Anticipated benefits of this approach include the ability to better disseminate our algorithms, collaborate with other researchers, develop credibility in the graphics and visualization fields, and offer tools for educational and research purposes. We also knew that outside users would offer bug fixes and valuable suggestions to improve the system.

2.6 Simple

We often find that concepts that we take for granted in computer science and graphics are not always easily transferrable to users of our visualization tools. These users are typically overwhelmed with their own work load (e.g., design, analysis, etc.), and cannot afford the time to learn and maintain a working knowledge base of computer graphics and visualization. Hence we have adopted the following quote from Albert Einstein as our credo.

“Everything should be as simple as possible, but not simpler.” By keeping the system simple, we expect to encourage wider use of visualization and 3D graphics. Other benefits of this philosophy include reduced effort to maintain, extend and interface to the toolkit.

3.0 Object Models

There are two distinct parts to our object design. The first is the graphics model, which is an abstract model for 3D graphics. The second is the visualization model, which is a data-flow model of the visualization process.

3.1 The Graphics Model

The graphics model captures the essential features of a 3D graphics system in a form that is easy to understand and use. The abstraction is based on the movie-making industry, with some influence from current graphical user interface (GUI) windowing systems. There are nine basic objects in the model.

1. Render Master - coordinates device-independent methods and creates rendering windows.
2. Render Window - manages a window on the display device. One or more renderers draw into a render window to generate a scene (i.e., final image).
3. Renderer - coordinates the rendering of lights, cameras, and actors.
4. Light - illuminates the actors in a scene.
5. Camera - defines the view position, focal point, and other camera characteristics.
6. Actor - an object drawn by a renderer in the scene. Actors are defined in terms of mapper, property, and a transform objects.
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tation system, but are not described here for brevity.
lookup tables, also play an important role in the visualiza-
tor [12], which is a commercial toolkit available from
SGI. In the Inventor model, the abstract model is based on
a scene graph. A scene graph is an acyclic, directed graph
of nodes, where nodes correspond to such objects as
actors, lights, cameras, properties, and transforms. The
major difference is that the Inventor model closely follows
the state-machine based, graphics engine that is imple-
mented in OpenGL. The rendering process is a traversal of
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Figure 3 Visualization model. Process objects A, B, C input and/or output one or more data objects. Data objects represent and provide access to data; process objects operate on the data. Objects A, B, and C are source, filter, and mapper objects, respectively.

3.2 The Visualization Model

The vtk model is based on the data-flow paradigm
adapted by many commercial systems. In this paradigm,
modules are connected together into a network. The mod-
ules perform algorithmic operations on data as it flows
through the network. The execution of this visualization
network is controlled in response to demands for data
(demand-driven) or in response to user input (event-
driven). The appeal of this model is that it is flexible, and
can be quickly adapted to different data types or new algo-
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Process objects may be further classified into one of three types: sources, filters, and mappers. Source objects initiate the network and generate one or more output datasets. Filters require one or more inputs and generate one or more outputs. Mappers, which require one or more inputs, terminate the network.

In our toolkit we initially selected five types of data as shown in Figure 4. As indicated by this figure, an abstract interface to data is specified by the dataset object. Subclasses of dataset include polygonal data (corresponding to the graphics data vertices, lines, polygons, and triangle strips), structured points (representing both 2D images and 3D volumes), and structured and unstructured grids (e.g., finite difference grids and finite element meshes). In addition, it was convenient to define another abstract object, point set, which is a superclass of objects with explicit point coordinate representation. The fifth data type, unstructured points, was not implemented because it could be represented by one or more of the other types. (Unstructured points are point locations without a topological relationship to one another.)

An important feature of our data model is the concept of cells. A dataset consists of one or more cells. Each cell is considered to be atomic visualization primitive. Cells represent topological relationships between the points that compose the dataset. The primary function of cells is to locally interpolate data or compute derivatives of data. In \textit{vtk}, twelve cell types ranging from the 0D vertex to the 3D hexahedron are recognized. Each is a subclass of the abstract cell class, and additional cell types may be easily derived. Note that cells are not necessarily explicitly represented by datasets. For example, the voxel cells in a volume (i.e., structured points dataset) are not explicitly represented since this would incur a severe storage penalty. Instead, when the system requests a particular voxel, the voxel is built on the fly from the dimensions, origin, and aspect ratio of the volume, and the cell id of the voxel.

One nice feature of our object-oriented design is that we can take advantage of the dataset inheritance hierarchy to construct generic or specific process objects. Generic process objects operate on datasets - the particular type of dataset is immaterial to the operation of the filter. On the other hand, process objects can be specially constructed for a particular dataset type. For example, the contour filter operates on any dataset type, generating point, line, and surface primitives depending upon the input type. The decimation filter, however, has been specifically constructed to operate on polygonal data, allowing the implementor to make performance enhancing assumptions about the nature of the data. This allows the implementor of process objects to make a trade-off between generality and efficiency.

### 3.3 Object-Oriented Design Issues

To the OO purist, the design of our visualization system poses some problems. In usual OO design, data structures and methods are encapsulated into objects. In our design, algorithms (i.e., methods) and datasets (i.e., data structures) are encapsulated separately.

Our departure from what might be considered a purer OO design is based on three factors. First, combining complex algorithms and datasets into a single object would result in excessively large objects. The simplicity and modularity of the resulting design would be compromised. Second, combining algorithms and datasets into objects would result in repeating code, since the implementation of an algorithm for different data types often differs only in regions of data access. Third, users naturally view algorithms as objects that operate on data objects. Thus the design is comfortable to users, which is a key element of good system design.

Other researchers differ from our view. In particular Favre [13] has presented a design that encapsulates data objects and algorithms into single objects. We expect that this will remain an open research issue as visualization systems becomes more widely used.

### 4.0 Implementation Issues

While a high-level object design goes a long way towards creating useful systems, the implementation details often make or break the user acceptance of a system. In this section we describe some key issues we addressed to make our system easier to use.
4.1 Programming Languages

Our choice of compiled language was predicated on the need for an efficient, object-oriented core. C++ fulfills these requirements [4]. In addition, C++ offers other important features. It is widely used with a large choice of development tools and compilers. C++ is also a strongly typed system. This feature is used in our toolkit to enforce (at compile time) correct connectivity between process and data objects in the visualization network.

We constrained our use of C++ to conservative features. Multiple inheritance was abandoned early due to the resulting complexity and problems with compilers. Advanced features like templates and exception handling were also ignored, mainly due to the fact that the compilers we used at the time we started implementation were unreliable. We found the language easy to work with when used this way.

Because we architected our toolkit to include an interpreted language completely independent of the core compiled language, we had a number of possible interpreted languages to choose from. Our initial choices were Tcl, Python, and Perl, languages used by many software developers. For our initial interpreted language we decided to use Tcl [14]. Our choice was based on the relative popularity of Tcl, and because of the Tcl-based Tk widget set. Tcl/Tk is a powerful development environment offering portable GUI development on Unix and Windows systems. Because we choose Tcl/Tk, we are able to build complex user interfaces on top of our toolkit, as well as an interface to the many Tcl/Tk packages.

The size of our compiled toolkit (100,000+ LOC) made it infeasible to manually “wrap” it with Tcl. Instead, we built a simplified C++ parser to automatically generate Tcl wrapper code [15]. Because the parser recognized certain coding conventions we had adopted, it was easier to create than a formal C++ parser. Well over 90% of the public methods are automatically wrapped in this way. (A small hints file was created to help the parser correctly interpret ambiguous or more complex statements.) Approximately 70,000 lines of wrapper code were generated using this approach.

Since the implementation of our Tcl/Tk interpreted layer, Java [16] has emerged as arguably the best known interpreted language. Using our simple parser, we were able to wrap our library with Java over the course of two months. (Most of the time was spent learning the internals of Java.) Our ability to wrap the core with Java validated our toolkit architecture, and indicates that using other interpreted languages is an open possibility.

4.2 Conventions

We adopted a number of conventions that accelerated our implementation efforts, including documentation efforts. Some simpler conventions include using a standard, long, and descriptive naming scheme for objects, methods, and variables; adopting standard templates and styles for coding; and applying a \texttt{vtk} prefix to object names to avoid namespace collision with other C++ class libraries. However, the two most important conventions we used were embedding of documentation directly in the source code, and the use of standard \texttt{Set/Get} methodology to read and write object instance variables.

Embedding the documentation directly in the code served two important functions. First, it allows developers to directly pursue on-line source and header files for information about particular objects. Second, it allows us to automatically generate manual pages and HTML web documents. The benefit is that the chore of documentation is distributed into the implementation of the object. Thus documentation is just part of coding an object. When updated documents are required, a simple procedure is initiated that can generate the documents automatically.

For reading and setting the value of object instance variables, we used a standard array of \texttt{Set/Get} macros. These macros provide a uniform interface to objects, as well as enforcing uniform object behavior. For example, one important feature of our system is that every object maintains an internal modification time. (This will become important when we discuss network execution shortly.) The \texttt{Set} macros insure that the modification time is correctly maintained. When setting an instance variable, these macros compare old values with new ones, only updating the modification time of the object if the value of the instance variable has changed. In addition, the macros can be enabled to print out debugging information, if desired.

4.3 Network Topology and Execution

Building visualization networks is a process of connecting process and data objects (Figure 5(a)). The major issue here is to make sure that the input(s) to a process object are of the correct type, and that non-terminating loops in the network are correctly managed. Once a proper network is constructed, a mechanism is required to update the network as input data or object parameters change.

The strong type checking of C++ plays an important role here. The \texttt{SetInput()} method of a filter only accepts the specified dataset class or its subclasses. To connect the output of filter A to the input of filter B, a construct of the following form is used:

\begin{verbatim}
B->SetInput( A->GetOutput() );
\end{verbatim}

Thus A’s output type must be the same as B’s input type, or a subclass of B’s input type.

Looping in a network occurs when the input to an object B is the output of an object D, where D depends on the output of B (Figure 5(b)). Although such situations are not common, in some cases they can be used to advantage. For example, numerical integration of a set of points through a vector field can be simulated by the network of Figure 5(b). Here, the motion of the point set P is controlled by the vector values at P, and as P moves, vector values are resampled at P’s new positions. The process repeats, moving P through the dataset.

In \texttt{vtk}, infinite looping is prevented by setting an internal flag. Process objects set this flag when they begin to
execute. This flag prevents infinite recursion from occurring if the execution of the network happens to return to the object. Thus, loops are allowed but only executed once per network execution.

The execution of the network is based on an implicit scheme. In this scheme each process object maintains an internal modification time and execution time. Then, when output from a process object A is requested, A compares its internal modified time and the modified time of its inputs against its last execution time. If A has been modified, or its inputs modified more recently than its last recorded compute time, then A will re-execute. There are two parts to updating the network using this implicit scheme: an update pass that compares modified and execution times, and an execution pass in which process objects may be re-executed to bring them up to date.

Most commercial systems use a graphical interface to select, connect, and execute visualization networks. While extremely powerful, the graphical interface is often an obstacle to creating networks with branching or conditional execution, or complicates embedding visualization networks into an application. Although solutions have been proposed for this problem [17], the implementation of our toolkit using procedural languages makes selective network execution easy to program and control. It also simplifies embedding our toolkit into applications.

### 4.4 Memory Management

A major concern when implementing visualization in data-flow form is the amount of memory consumed. The toolkit addresses this issue by implementing a reference-counting scheme, and allowing the user to tailor the network to favor computation or memory.

Reference counting allows process objects to share data objects, or portions of data objects. As the top half of Figure 6 illustrates, if portions of data are passed through the network unchanged, the data can be referenced by other objects without duplication. The key to this approach is to keep track of the number of objects referring to a refer-

cence counted object. When the reference count goes to zero, the referenced object automatically deletes itself.

In some applications memory resources are scarce, while in others the cost to compute the output of a filter or network is high. The toolkit provides facilities to accommodate these needs. Networks can be tailored to favor memory preservation at the expense of additional computation, or computation can be favored at the expense of additional memory requirements, or a combination of both. These capabilities are implemented by providing flags to control the automatic deletion of output data as the network executes. For example, as the bottom half of Figure 6 illustrates, if the flag is enabled and memory resources are favored, after the process object B finishes execution, it signals its input process object A to delete its output data. Favoring memory means that A will always re-execute if any part of the network that depends on A needs to re-execute. On the other hand, if computation is favored, A will not re-execute unless it or its input data is modified. Instead, A maintains its output in memory, and can provide it without computation to B when necessary.

### 4.5 Issues in Object-Oriented Implementation

A major criticism of object-oriented systems is that often they are slower performing than equivalent systems implemented in conventional procedural languages. This is due to the requirement to copy data between objects to preserve object encapsulation, the access of object instance variables through formal methods, and the overhead of constructing and deleting objects.

While we have found this performance penalty to be real, its effect can be minimized in three ways. First, the system must not create and destroy large numbers of objects. For example, in **vtk** there is a points object that represents an array of x-y-z coordinates. An inefficient implementation would represent each point with a separate object, requiring excessive constructor/destructor
overhead and data access. Second, the amount of data copying must be minimized. Instead, large pieces of data (i.e., datasets), are encapsulated as an object, and then a reference to this object is exchanged as the data moves through the system. Finally, C++ offers an inline capability. This can greatly improve system performance by eliminating function call overhead. However, the inline capability has no effect if the methods are dynamically bound, or if the compiler chooses to ignore the inline directive, so the capability is often limited.

5.0 Examples

The following examples illustrate the use of the toolkit in practical application.

5.1 Hello Cone - C++ version

In this example we create and render a cone represented with a polygonal mesh. (The original idea for this example is adapted from Wernecke's *Inventor Mentor* [12].) The example is implemented in C++ and shows a simple pipeline with no intermediate filters.

```cpp
#include "vtk.hh"
main ()
{
    vtkRenderWindowInteractor *iren = win->MakeRenderWindowInteractor();
    // create an actor and give it cone geometry
    vtkConeSource cone = new vtkConeSource;
    cone->SetResolution(8);
    vtkPolyMapper mapper = new vtkPolyMapper;
    mapper->SetInput(cone->GetOutput());
    vtkActor coneActor = new vtkActor;
    coneActor->SetMapper(mapper);
    // assign our actor to the renderer
    ren->AddActors(coneActor);
    // draw the resulting scene
    win->Render();
    // start event loop
    iren->Start();
}
```

There are some important features of this example. First, the `vtkRenderWindowInteractor` is a 3D widget. It captures mouse and keystroke events in the rendering window. Typical functions include wireframe/surface display, picking, and a toggle into 3D stereo viewing. Second, because lights and a camera are not created, the system automatically creates them. Finally, this source code will compile and run on any Unix (using OpenGL, GL, Sun's XGLR, or HP's Starbase renderer), or Windows 95 or NT system (using OpenGL). The system automatically selects the correct renderer based on what's available on the system. Also notice the use of the `SetInput()`/`GetOutput()` methods to construct the visualization pipeline.

5.2 Hello Cone - Tcl/Tk version

In this example, the previous example is repeated except that it is implemented using the Tcl interpreter. Note that a special Tk interface is included (i.e., `vtkInt.tcl`). This is an interpreter widget and allows interactive modification to the application.

```tcl
source vtkInt.tcl
main ()
{
    vtkRenderWindowInteractor *iren = win->MakeRenderWindowInteractor();
    // create an actor and give it cone geometry
    vtkConeSource cone;
    cone->SetResolution(8);
    vtkPolyMapper mapper;
    mapper->SetInput(cone->GetOutput());
    vtkActor coneActor;
    coneActor->SetMapper(mapper);
    // assign our actor to the renderer
    ren->AddActors(coneActor);
    // enable user interface interactor
    iren->SetUserMethod {
        wm deiconify .vtkInteract;
    };
    $iren->SetUserMethod {
        wm deiconify .vtkInteract;
    };
    # suppress tk window; start the event loop
    wm withdraw .
    Color Plate 1 shows the output of this example including the Tcl/Tk interpreter.

5.3 Generate An Isosurface

In the next example we show a portion of a network used to read 16-bit medical data and generate isosurfaces [18] for skin and bone. The example is implemented in C++ and the results are shown in Color Plate 2.

```cpp
// read the volume
vtkVolume16Reader *v16=new vtkVolume16Reader;
v16->SetDataDimensions(64,64);
v16->SwapBytesOn();
v16->SetFilePrefix("../../../data/headsq/quarter");
v16->SetImageRange(1, 93);
v16->SetDataAspectRatio (3.2, 3.2, 1.5);
// extract the skin
vtkMarchingCubes *skin=new vtkMarchingCubes;
skin->SetInput(v16->GetOutput());
skin->SetValue(0, 500);
```

5.4 Decimate and Smooth Polygonal Mesh

In this example we read a Cyberware laser digitizer file, decimate (i.e., reduce polygon count) [19], and Laplacian smooth [20] the polygonal mesh. (Surface normals are also
calculated.) A portion of the network implemented in Tcl is shown. The resulting image is shown in Color Plate 3.

```c
vtkCyberReader cyber;
cyber SetFilename "../data/fran_cut"

tkDecimate deci;
deci SetInput [cyber GetOutput];
deci SetTargetReduction 0.9;
deci SetAspectRatio 20;
deci SetInitialError 0.0002;
deci SetErrorIncrement 0.0005;
deci SetMaximumIterations 6;

tkSmoothPolyFilter smooth;
smooth SetInput [deci GetOutput];
smooth SetNumberOfIterations 20;

tkPolyNormals normals;
normals SetInput [smooth GetOutput];

tkPolyMapper cyberMapper;
cyberMapper SetInput [normals GetOutput];

tkActor cyberActor;
cyberActor SetMapper cyberMapper;

eval [cyberActor GetProperty]
    SetColor 1.0 0.49 0.25;
```

5.5 Other Examples

The Visualization Toolkit is comprised of over 300 classes. Visualization techniques for scalar, vector, and tensor visualization are available. Modelling algorithms such as decimation, implicit modelling, extrusion, texture cutting, Delaunay triangulation, splatting, and glyphing can also be used to create complex visual displays.

Color Plates 4 through 10 demonstrate capabilities of \textit{vtk}. Plate 4 shows a cut plane through a structured grid. Plate 5 shows streamtubes in a vector flowfield. Plate 6 is the visualization of a quadric function showing 2D and 3D contours and cut planes. Plate 7 shows four hyperstreamlines [21] in a tensor field. The tensor field is generated from a point load in a semi-infinite domain. In Plate 8 is an example of multi-dimensional, unstructured data visualization for financial loan data. The axes are monthly payment, interest rate, and loan amount. The graywireframe surface shows the total data population, and the red surface show accounts that are delinquent on loan payment. Plate 9 shows the application of transparent textures [22] to cut-away and reveal the inner structure of a mechanical assembly.

6.0 Conclusion

We have developed a toolkit for 3D graphics and visualization. The toolkit core is implemented as a compiled C++ class library, and an interpreted application layer has been implemented in Tcl/Tk. We have successfully built applications in both C++ and Tcl, and have been able to embed the C++ toolkit into other systems. As anticipated, we have found the toolkit easy to use, extend, and maintain, and found that applications are portable across Unix and PC’s. The software is freely available and can be found at http://www.cs.rpi.edu/~martink. We welcome all comments, suggestions, bug reports, and contributions.
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